that foundation.”


tax incentives for clean energy and for regulating carbon community regarding climate change, a critical issue in

that I just ran on the same track that Usain Bolt ran on.”

the stadium was full of enthusiasm, and there were so many people

when she was packing her gear and passport. Destination: the 2016

New freshman Amy Watt ‘20 had barely arrived on Pomona’s campus

bound only by one’s imagination.

learning is contagious, and that what’s possible is engagement in the fabric of this community.

grades or awards, per se, but for meaningful research opportunities. With the privilege of

experience are small classes and close

the scope and purpose of their education, they have a great deal of autonomy in deciding

interested in the abundance of opportunities the campus,

education far greater than the sum of its parts.

Pomona can offer the advantages of a small

people and live the mindsets of design thinking, becoming the creative leaders and

Fidelity Investments, envisions the Hive as a place where students “will learn

thinking. Through workshops, pop-up activities and full-term, for-credit formations of design thinking.

in the fall of 2015, a landmark $25 million gift established the Rick and Susan

boldly into the fray, Professors of Politics Susan McWilliams and

undergraduate students to fundamental political concepts.”

nominating his former professor, Derek Barker ’96, Program Officer

Teaching Award in 2014 in honor of his “monumental career.” In

faculty who combine high-level research with dynamic teaching:

the hallmark of the liberal arts advantage. McWilliams was recently

Pomona’s campus open to students and faculty of the Claremont

the few ways to achieve both, and making it a priority.

Through workshops, pop-up activities and full-term, for-credit forms of design thinking. Through workshops, pop-up activities and full-term, for-credit forms of design thinking.

Making a difference, sparking curiosity and inspiring creativity at Pomona College

invites students to think as if there is no issue that the Pomona

At Pomona, students engage in the authentic experience of making a difference, sparking curiosity and inspiring creativity at Pomona College.

The Career Development Office offers funding for unpaid or low paying summer internships to

encourage students to explore careers in diverse career fields. Students may apply for up to

The Career Development Office offers funding for unpaid or low paying summer internships to

the National Organization for Women in Washington, D.C. and the Rainforest

$4,000 for domestic internships and $5,000 for international internships. During the summer

NOTE: These are not postmark deadlines. Application materials must be received in the
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